Assignment 1

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. Due on 2019-09-11, 23:59 IST. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Assignment 01

1) Every day experiences of visual perception are full of conflicts between-

- Visual Phenomenon and Knowledge
- Knowledge and Information
- Visual Phenomenon and Memory
- Tactile Feel and Visual Phenomenon

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Visual Phenomenon and Knowledge

2) Egyptian Figures appear in art exactly-

- How they looked in real life
- Not how they appeared in real life
- How their ancestors looked
- Not according to the style they followed

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Not how they appeared in real life

3) Visual Perception is a complex phenomenon because

1 point
It is entirely habitual
It is biological
It involves interpretation
It is a spiritual perception

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:

It involves interpretation

4) According to John Berger
Seeing comes before words
Words come before seeing
Observation precedes imagination
Imagination comes before seeing

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Seeing comes before words

5) Scientists find it difficult to explain Visual Perception because

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
It is not merely a retinal phenomenon

6) Field of vision for human beings is limited to

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
160 - 240

7) Hermann von Helmholtz is credited with

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
The first study of Visual perception in modern times

8) Hermann von Helmholtz believed that vision is a form of

Unconscious inference
9) Smooth, flat, horizontal shapes give us a sense of *1 point*

- Disturbed space
- Endless time
- Stability and calm
- Continuous movement

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
*Stability and calm*

10) Who in his art consciously addressed the idea that Visual phenomenon *1 point* is a tricky affair?

- Georges Seurat
- Pablo Picasso
- M.C. Escher
- Caravaggio

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
*M.C. Escher*